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“Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one
LORD; and you shall love the LORD your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul,
and with all your might. And these words
which I command you this day shall be upon
your heart; and you shall teach them
diligently to your children, and shall talk of
them when you sit in your house, and when
you walk by the way, and when you lie down,
and when you rise.”

— Deuteronomy 6:4-7

Why “The Whole
Household of God”?

The Whole Household of God

The phrase comes from St. Irenaeus, who described the
entirety of salvation history in terms of God’s household
management.
Salvation history is still unfolding, but we discern the
present, future, and past through Christ.

WE CHRISTIANS DON’T TALK ABOUT THE PATTERNS IN THE WORLD
IMPERSONALLY. WE TALK ABOUT THEM AS PART OF OUR FAMILY
TRADITION, REVEALED TO US BY THE GOD WE KNOW BECAUSE HE
BECAME HUMAN TO TEACH AND SAVE US.

The patterns of the universe are discerned through Christ, through
whom all things were made.
When we see these patterns through Christ, we see that they are
part of the “economy,” or household, of God.
All of salvation history is part of the household management of God.
Every pattern and event has its full meaning and goal
in the Incarnation of God.

Today we’re going to talk about the way humans learn, a
way reflected in the teachings of the Tradition and
acknowledged by modern neuroscience.
We’re going to move fast through a lot of information,
but much of the information in this talk is fleshed out in
Chapters 11, 12, 13, 14, and 18 of my book Of Such is the
Kingdom: A Practical Theology of Disability.
Some of the patterns here are best practices for all
education, and you might already follow them. Please
share your experience with the class so we can all learn
and be encouraged by what you’ve discovered.

Q:Why Teach with Space?
A: God is Our Home.
There are other reasons, but that’s the main one.

Teaching When God is Our Place
We believe in God. If you are not used to concrete thinking such as many people
including those with neurodivergences or cognitive disabilities experience, you
might have read that sentence abstractly. Maybe, if you think about it for a
moment, you might say you believe in God the way you might say you trust in God.
That’s one of the meanings of that phrase. But another, perhaps hidden in plain
sight, is that we believe in God as a place, the way that fish swim in water or we
breathe in air. This is true now and will be even more true in heaven, for, as St.
Gregory and St. Macrina tell us about the Resurrection, “God becomes a place to
those who are worthy and a home.”

–OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM, 134

Please mute your microphones.
presentation is about to begin.

Give SPACE to prayer to
teach an unfailing sense
that God is with us.

Every time you enter church, you are moving
through salvation history. The church is set
up as a microcosm of salvation, and humans
are microcosms of salvation, and learning is
also meant to follow this pattern.

Enter Learning
with Prayerful
Action
-Venerate
-Make your cross
-Move something (examples: give a flower, a
candle, tuck clover around the icons, tape up
a drawing for the day, add your patronal
icon, give sheep cut-outs to the Good
Shepherd, push a prayer button, touch a
visual prayer, ring a bell)

Prayer Corner Entry Routine
As we have seen, we learn as whole persons, with our
thoughts and feelings anchored around bodily
experiences. Because of this, lessons that form habits
should begin with a physical prayer routine, such as
the example in the chapter on accessible prayer
corners. Entering the same way with physical acts of
prayer every time you meet will help to calm and center
a student with disabilities, making him ready to learn.

-Of Such is the Kingdom, 195

excerpt, OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM 131-133:
In fully painted Orthodox churches, you will notice right away that the space is shaping our
memories through the iconography and the way the building makes us move together. The story of
salvation is painted on the walls and ceilings, a tiny retelling of the universe. We too, as humans, are
a tiny retelling of the story of salvation and of the universe God has made. These tiny universes of
humans and church buildings and iconography interact with each other and reflect each other so
well because God is with us and teaches us according to our nature, drawing us to Him through all of
our senses. It’s not an accident that humans, the Church, and salvation history fit the same pattern,
because God teaches us and has arranged the world for our salvation.
This concurrence of pattern in humans, the Church, and salvation history provides another way
that the somatic markers—the bodily feelings of learning in a space—that we talked about in the last
chapter can help us learn. First, they help us develop gut feelings that will direct our attention
through the other levels. Second, the somatic markers aid our memories in recalling texts. When we
read the Catechetical Lectures of St. Cyril of Jerusalem, for instance, we see St. Cyril reference the
places where the crowds are standing. They learned about the life of Christ in the very places where
Christ lived his life. The preaching in those same places was layered with many levels of gracious
meaning, which each year the people would remember when they came to those places again. For the
Christians walking where Christ walked, memorizing the Creed went along with the tangible
evidence of the places where He lived. But this effect takes place for Christians in Orthodox churches
all over the world as well, where we can learn the Faith by moving through the memory palaces of
our churches.
For Christians living with differences in sensory input, either because they have an impairment
affecting sight or hearing or body or because they have a different way of processing sense input,
this all-encompassing way of teaching is especially good news. If one sense is impaired, God still
teaches through others. Moving in the space of the church will itself help to teach about God. The
grace of God that enters the soul when we go to the Divine Liturgy will always be sufficient no
matter our disability, because we cannot have only a little bit of God. God is everywhere present and
fills all things, and God is simple—always entirely God.

The 4 Levels of Attention
There’s a set order of attention, and it begins with
our sensory perceptions - feelings - both in the sense
of emotions and sensations.
To shape these feelings, we have to use somatic
anchors.

Interoception: What’s Going on in My Body, and What Should I Do?
We’ve all had the experience of following our “gut feelings” when we make decisions.
Those gut feelings are formed by sensory information that we pay attention to as feelings in
our bodies and also as emotions. Interoception is the sense that tells us whether our heart is
racing, whether we’re hot or cold, whether we’re full or hungry or thirsty, need to use the
restroom, and whether we’re excited or depressed. These feelings are the basis of how we
make decisions in the short term, and they also make a big difference in how we make
decisions long-term. The feeling in our body when we enter church or church school (or any
other experience) gets stored in our memories as a “somatic marker,” a bodily feeling, or “gut
feeling”.
This means that if we can help children feel engaged, calm, and interested, they will
process their attention in the present through those feelings. Those feelings will be stored in
their memory to make a “gut feeling” later. This is the science behind the biblical wisdom,
“Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it.”

–OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM, 119-120

Somatic Anchors form Somatic
markers, a.k.a., gut feelings.
Gut feelings shape both attention
and memory.

If you don’t have someone’s attention, they cannot learn.
How you feel shapes what you learn and how you
remember.
Feelings are shaped by places and patterns that anchor
one in space.

Somatic anchors are patterns of action or
tangible/sensible objects that repeat in
scripture, prayers, music, icons, stories of
the faith, literature, and daily life.

➤

Trees

➤

Gardens

➤

Mountains

➤

Water

➤

Seeds

➤

Jars

➤

Rivers

➤

Sabbath Rest

➤

Donkeys

➤

Fire

Beginnings

➤

Battles

Reversal

➤
➤

Birth

➤

Healing

➤

Clothing

➤
➤

Sheep
Bread

➤
➤
➤

Journeys
Deserts/wilderness

Wine

➤

Clay

➤

Covenants

➤

Oil

➤

Singing

➤

Shoes

➤

Fish

➤

Passover

➤

Blood

➤

Home

➤

Boats

➤

Left and Right

➤

To remember best,
connect to spatial, or
sensory, anchors.

How Space Shapes Our
Memories

Microcosms: Church-Human-Salvation history-Learning
God’s presence everywhere
Attention and memories are shaped by gut feelings,
which are shaped by places and somatic anchors

What you feel when you hear about a tree
in church will change how you look at
every tree. Your attention will also be
primed to find God’s presence in every tree
or mention of trees.

Using Sensory
Anchors in
Teaching
Many of these overlap with best educational
practices. You probably already do some of
them.
Activity to Try At Home:
Pick one anchor. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
As a group, list 5 times that anchor shows up in
the Bible, 5 times in prayers or feasts or hymns,
and 5 times in other stories you know
(literature, news, or folklore)

To understand, layer memories of
sensory anchors over time so that
every story informs the other.

Somatic Anchor worksheets
Use one of the free printable worksheets with every lesson. Keep the sheets together to review
over time.

Memories love
company.

Make meaning by association.
-not only through language*, but
through spaces
*recent studies have shown that people
associate similar sounds to the languages
around them and look towards real objects
with names that sound similar

Trouble-Shooting Using
Sensory Anchors

If a child is having a hard time learning, connect to the
tangible reality behind the concept.
Rearrange your space if you’re stuck.
Move to a new space.
Review your anchor files to jog your memory.

